An e-mentoring site for Bath students and graduates. All Alumni Experts are volunteers - they want to help by sharing their career experiences.

**FIND AN ALUMNI EXPERT**

Use the toolbar to search by service offered, e.g., Review a CV.

Use the search bar to look for specific companies, skills or professions.

**CONVERSATION TOPICS**

Use the map to search by location - there are grads all over the world!

**SEND AN E-NETWORKING REQUEST**

An example of a message you could send:

Dear [Expert name]

I am [your name] studying [your subject]. I can see from your profile that you worked for [company] doing [job role] and I am looking to pursue a similar career and would love your advice on [your topic]. I hope to hear from you soon.

Many thanks

[your name]

**MAKE CONNECTIONS**

Reach out to as many mentors as you like. Seek out different perspectives.

Be polite and professional. Treat Experts like a potential employer. After all, you never know...

Not sure about your future career? Find out what grads from your course are doing.
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